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	The goal of Management Information Systems, Sixth Edition is to provide a real-world understanding
	of information systems (ISs) for business and computer science students. Like its predecessor, this
	Sixth Edition provides students with a firm foundation in business-related information technology
	(IT) on which they can build successful careers regardless of the particular fields they choose. They
	may find themselves formulating strategic plans in executive suites, optimizing operations in
	businesses or on factory floors, fine-tuning plans for their own entrepreneurial ventures, designing
	ISs to optimize their organization’s operations, working as consultants, augmenting business
	activities on the Web, or creating valuable new information products in any number of industries.


	This Sixth Edition is organized in fourteen chapters that contain the most important topics for
	business students.The fundamental principle guiding this book is that ISs are everywhere in business.
	Information systems are pervasive because information is the single most powerful resource
	in every business function in every industry. Knowledge of IT is not always explicitly stated as a
	job requirement, but it is an essential element of success in virtually any position. Not everyone
	in business needs to have all the technical skills of an IT professional, but everyone needs a deepenough
	understanding of the subject to know how to use IT in his or her profession. This is especially
	so in the increasingly digital and networked business world.


	Management Information Systems provides students with the proper balance of technical information
	and real-world applications. No matter what field they undertake, students will enter the
	business world knowing how to get information to work for them. They will know enough about
	IT to work productively with IT specialists, and they will know enough about business applications
	to get information systems to support their work in the best way possible.
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UX for Beginners: A Crash Course in 100 Short LessonsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Apps! Websites! Rubber Ducks! Naked Ninjas! This book has everything. If you want to get started in user experience design (UX), you've come to the right place: 100 self-contained lessons that cover the whole spectrum of fundamentals.

	
		Forget dry, technical material. This book—based on the wildly popular UX...
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Fuzzy Control Systems Design and Analysis: A Linear Matrix Inequality ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	A comprehensive treatment of model-based fuzzy control systems


	This volume offers full coverage of the systematic framework for the stability and design of nonlinear fuzzy control systems. Building on the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, authors Tanaka and Wang address a number of important issues in fuzzy control systems, including...
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Programmed Cell Death in Cancer Progression and Therapy (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2008

	Programmed cell death (PCD) plays pivotal roles in tumor progression, cancer therapeutics and resistance of tumor cells to therapy. With the discovery of key mechanisms that are involved in mediating PCD and in promoting resistance to therapy, design of therapeutic approaches for promoting tumor-selective cell death has risen dramatically....
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Microsoft Office for the Older and Wiser: Get up and running with Office 2010 and Office 2007John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	I know what you’re thinking: “Office? That sounds a bit dull.” But don’t let the name put you off reading this book. Although Microsoft Office can be used to manage your household accounts and write letters to the bank, it also enables you to enjoy fun projects like creating party invitations, making posters, planning...
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Programming for Peace: Computer-Aided Methods for International Conflict Resolution and PreventionSpringer, 2006
From its beginning in the fifties of the last century, Artificial Intelligence was heavily supported by “defence agencies” in order to make “better warfare”.

But, if an AI researchers assumes that her/his discipline really can deliver results—otherwise s/he would be a dishonest researcher—then why not...
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World History : Patterns of InteractionMcDougal Littell, 2009

	World History: Patterns of Interaction combines a highly visual approach with primary sources to help all students understand world history and make global connections.

	Support for All Learners

	High-interest, engaging visuals, interactive technology, differentiated instruction, and customized test preparation help make history...
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